Windhunter started as a small business, building
met masts and installing them with just
a handful of people. From the very beginning
windhunter’s met masts provide highest quality
wind measurements according to international
standards. During the years the company was
growing, gaining experience, expertise, and
knowledge - today windhunter is known as one
of the leading providers of wind measurement
campaigns worldwide.
Windhunter consists of more than 80 professionals with a broad variety of skills and
know how. They enrich the company with their fresh ideas, their entrepreneurial
spirit and their experience, and by this each of them helps developing new business
opportunities – and from time to time to spin off a new company under the roof of
windhunter group. Although their business models, products or services might be
different, each company features the same enthusiasm, precision and reliability
which became a trade mark for windhunter. The headquaters is located in
Koszalin/Poland. The branch offices are in Cape Town/South Africa and Berlin
(Bernau)/Germany.
Windhunter serwis is the largest company in the
windhunter group, and it is the heart and the
origin of the group. Since 1999 we design,
produce, and install high quality met masts
worldwide according to international norms as
IEC 61400, ISO 9001 etc., equipped with high
quality measurement systems and installed and
serviced by our experienced installation teams.
Windhunter africa's customers want to start the
measurement as soon as possible, but they also
demand for highest quality and strictly complying
with international standards as IEC 61400-12.
This is the strength of Windhunter – even in
demanding conditions the wind measurement
experts ensure highest quality and reliability of
their met masts and measurement data, which is
most important when you want to build and run
a windfarm successfully.
Windhunter_academy is our study and training
camp. As a GWO certified training provider we
offer the full range of basic safety training
courses (BST), including “First Aid”, “Manual
Handling”, “Fire Awareness”, “Working at
Heights”, and “Sea Survival” as well as BMT
"Electrics", "Mechanics", "Hydraulics". Our
experienced trainers and our modern centre
using the latest gear and equipment guarantee
for a successful training!
www.windhunter.com

